BlueShift is a service for automated application transformation to a Cloud Native architecture, specifically BlueMix, IBM’s cloud platform as a service (PaaS) based on Cloud Foundry open technology.

Most transformation projects rely on highly skilled experts, require manual work and are time consuming. They stop after the migration of the deployment artifacts without leveraging the additional features of the cloud. BlueShift automates an end-to-end transformation process including, application discovery, analysis, artifact transformation and enablement of cloud value-add services. We show how BlueShift automates transformation of Plants by WebSphere application to Liberty Profile Runtime. We further show setup of SessionCache service, and enablement of an automated pipeline and monitoring through cloud native services for the transformed application. We discuss lessons learnt and challenges encountered during this transformation execution.
We discuss challenges in large scale transformation projects, benefits of cloud native architectures and our approach. Using a sample WebSphere application PlantsByWebsphere we demonstrate end-to-end process of transformation to Liberty Runtime, enablement of cloud native services and automated pipeline in an automated manner. We discuss lessons learnt in this use case.
An ever increasing number of organizations are choosing to move their workload to the cloud. While the cost of migration is often higher than the capital savings achieved, many organizations select this path to achieve gains in several other dimensions, such as agility (the ability to use DevOps processes and associated tooling to deliver frequent updates to their applications – in some cases several times a day), and security (properly architected applications in the cloud can be more secure due to the rigorous compliance testing of the entire stack).

As cloud offerings have evolved, so have the options for moving workload to the cloud. In earlier infrastructure-as-a-service offerings, workload migrations involved either the relocation of virtual images, or rebuilding servers in the cloud (installing middleware and porting the application). More recent cloud offerings that combine DevOps tooling with lightweight runtimes (e.g., containers) offer more opportunities for refactoring or rearchitecting the workload to take advantage of the cloud platform, including a micro-service architecture, the immutability of runtimes and auto-scaling.

Refactoring and rearchitecting workload for cloud requires new capabilities to discover and introspect existing workload. Our work in this paper covers 2 topics: First, the ability to discover automatically the dependencies and versions of infrastructure components supporting applications. Second, the ability to analyze the structure and code artifacts of the workload, and select the optimum transformation path to the cloud.
Our studies demonstrated that an attempt to analyze and rearchitect an existing application for the cloud is a painfully manual and time-consuming process. The development teams that undertake such a task encounter a number of difficulties, from collecting knowledge about the application (which is a lengthy process when the original development team is no longer available) to understanding which components to keep or refactor in the cloud, to developing and executing a transformation plan. The process is repeated from the beginning for every new workload under consideration.

Our work offers a highly automated alternative to the manual transformation process. It begins with the ability to do deep discovery of a workload, including its internal code structure and dependencies. Once the internal structure has been identified, it is easier to create a transformation plan of how individual components can be modified and make use of native cloud services. Finally, the plan can be executed by invoking the appropriate transformation patterns. All in all, the team responsible for the transformation will benefit from greatly reduced times throughout the process, and the ability to parallelize these tasks.

**Benefits to Application Management Teams**

- Agility for development and deployment
- Reduced cost in OS/middleware management
- Automated reasoning about transformation projects versus complete rewrites
- Leverage cloud native services
- Pattern based data migration
- Simplifies integration of code from other internal/external teams using different stacks
- Enables application modernization through DevOps model

Our studies demonstrated that an attempt to analyze and rearchitect an existing application for the cloud is a painfully manual and time-consuming process. The development teams that undertake such a task encounter a number of difficulties, from collecting knowledge about the application (which is a lengthy process when the original development team is no longer available) to understanding which components to keep or refactor in the cloud, to developing and executing a transformation plan. The process is repeated from the beginning for every new workload under consideration.

Our work offers a highly automated alternative to the manual transformation process. It begins with the ability to do deep discovery of a workload, including its internal code structure and dependencies. Once the internal structure has been identified, it is easier to create a transformation plan of how individual components can be modified and make use of native cloud services. Finally, the plan can be executed by invoking the appropriate transformation patterns. All in all, the team responsible for the transformation will benefit from greatly reduced times throughout the process, and the ability to parallelize these tasks.
BlueShift is designed as a self-service capability that orchestrates automated and human tasks to execute analysis of existing applications and their dependencies, identifying applications that impact the business agility, artifact transformation (e.g. code analysis, component extraction, etc.), application modernization and testing. The motivation behind BlueShift is to enable large-scale transformation of application portfolios, but capturing and standardizing key transformation tasks and being able to adapt the transformation process dynamically based on the application profile.

Automated tasks are integrated through REST Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and enable functionality such as manipulating BlueMix platform, creating a space, application, dependent services and pushing the updated application archive. Manual tasks may involve upload of the discovery data (if not automated), selection of the target environment such as container or a runtime, manual fixups to the application, etc.

Before a transformation process starts, BlueShift collects the discovery data about the application. It captures both horizontal dependencies (server-to-server connectivity) and vertical dependencies (within an application archive component) and reasons about it's suitability to target environment. Advanced analytics are applied to perform migration assessment and reasoning about target matching, given a number of functional and non-functional requirements (e.g. connectivity back to customer's site, complexity of the application, topology, etc.).

There are different modes of transformation – some applications may not be suitable at all for porting to the BlueMix type targets, other applications may be partially transformed (e.g. data stays back at customer’s site), other applications may be recommended for rewriting to enable them to take advantage of the cloud native capabilities.
We have identified 4 transformation paths based on the application properties and complexity:

1. Full transformation – application can be transformed and hosted in one of the runtime environments in the target cloud and in addition take advantage of cloud native service management stack

2. Partial transformation – application’s core functions are extracted and transformed to cloud native services

3. Guided rewrite – application is analyzed and recommendations are made on how to rewrite it for the target in the microservice architecture style

4. No transformation – for example, application cannot be transformed at all, we can package it as a container and host as is in the target.

In this paper we present how BlueShift enables the process of full transformation for a sample WebSphere application, PlantsByWebSphere v8.5. It is a standard three tier application, which uses DerbyDB.

The process of transformation starts with analysis and the assessment of the application's readiness for the target environment. We selected Liberty Runtime in BlueMix as our target.

The process analyzes to which degree the target supports applications functionality and also since we are dealing with a legacy app, which was not written for cloud native environment, where the gaps are.

These gaps are either automatically fixed, where possible (e.g. binding the Session Cache service automatically to overcome issues where application is using HttpSession – which is not supported in Cloud environment).

For other gaps, developer is given instructions on how to resolve them.

Once the application has been re-bundled is is pushed to the target Cloud, and additional services are bound to it.
At the assessment stage functional and non-functional requirements of applications are collected and used to classify applications based on the level of their complexity and risk associated with the transformation.

Some of the functional requirements include: application topology, middleware type and versions, connectivity (external services, etc., HA requirements).

Some examples of non-functional requirements include: licensing, code complexity, business critical value, data sensitivity.

This data comes both from automated infrastructure discovery (ref here) and questionnaires distributed to application owners and technical support teams (ref here).

The system currently integrates with ALDM (ref here), and user’s also have the possibility of uploading their own data through spreadsheets.

At step 1 user selects a set of applications for transformation to the desired target. Target is selected from the dropdown on right hand side, and target authentication is supplied.

At step 2 user views the report and classification of the applications based on their complexity and selects the application with lowest risk for transformation.
BlueShift takes an agentless discovery approach, using automated scripts to collect information from the servers. Since enterprise customers are very sensitive to security, it is extremely hard to obtain machine credentials without compromising privacy. Thus, BlueShift is deployed into the customer’s data center, and isolated from the outside (even from IBM). The collection process can be executed automatically through remote access such as ssh or samba, or alternatively the user can run the scripts themselves and upload the resulting archived files to BlueShift. This process collects data about system properties, CPU/memory/disk/network usages, network statistics, as well as specific services, processes, and applications of each server.

Being able to group servers by a variety of metrics helps users to determine the significance of migrating each application. BlueShift conducts a migration analysis of the architecture, classifying servers into different migration patterns, suggesting whether each could be retained in the current state, retired, re-hosted, re-platformed, re-factored, or re-architected. Each pattern is a good indication of where the servers migrate into. BlueShift also allows users to cluster the servers in the graph through a variety of statistical algorithms and view each group of servers visually.
BlueShift runs a binary scanner to analyze each application in depth. The first application evaluation report with meta-data analysis includes the platform-level analysis that can tell whether or not all the libraries used in the source application can be still used at the target environment. For example, the Bluemix runtime liberty profile provides a group of libraries with certain versions so that it is important to see whether the compatibility requirements are met. Once all the compatibility requirements are met, BlueShift looks at the deep binary analysis (next slides).
BlueShift runs both meta-data analysis and binary analysis, and collects transformation information in order to recommend modifications to the target application. Some examples include the code update requirements such as “Behavior change in rounding in NumberFormat and DecimalFormat format methods” and “Check for a behavior change on the sendRedirect method”. BlueShift also analyzes service level dependency so that it can replace add up necessary services at the target during the transformation. For example, when an application uses a http persistent cache, it may be recommended to use the http session persistency service at the target such as Bluemix runtime.
Cloud providers such as IBM Bluemix offer more than just Platform as a Service. They offer middleware services such as databases, messaging, analytics, Watson services, etc. as a service. Applications that are migrating to the cloud should leave behind any middleware that can be obtained on the cloud as a service in favor of their cloud counterparts. This can be a one-for-one replacement of like software, (e.g., DB2 to DB2) or a similar replacement (e.g., Oracle to PostgreSQL). BlueShift helps you to make these choices and bind the new services to your application.

The objective is to minimize what needs to be maintained in the cloud to just your application and nothing more if possible. This will free up support teams to just support the application rather than managing middleware servers, software version updates, and patches.
Critical to the transformation to a Cloud Native Architecture is the adoption of DevOps practices. It is not enough just to get the application into the cloud and leverage cloud native services. You need to be able to redeploy effortlessly it anytime a change is required. Setting up a Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment Pipeline is the final step in completing the transformation. Without this step you cannot obtain the full benefit of using platform as a service and cloud native technologies. Also critical is the Testing Stage. To gain the benefit of CI/CD you need to automate testing. This is something most legacy applications don't have but is something that needs to be done in order to take advantage of an automated pipeline. This should also prepare application development teams to leverage automated testing as they build future cloud native applications.
Related Work

- Tran et al. report on an experience in performing sample migration using a test application PetShop, .NET n-tier application to run on Windows Azure. They propose a taxonomy of the tasks involved in application migration, as well as the cost implications of the migration. They do not propose automation solutions, but rather take the point of view of enabling the decision maker to consider whether to migrate to cloud or not.

- Beserra et al. present a framework CloudStep that offers guidelines to developers and project managers in making decisions (cost-based) about Cloud adoption and suitability of the selected Cloud provider.

- Meng et al. present Application Migration Solution (AMS) to efficiently migrate legacy applications to web applications by GUI recognition and reconstruction technology. The core technologies are presented and evaluation results are given for technology validation. Based on AMS, enterprises can deploy their legacy applications to cloud easily.

- Nidd et al. present an algorithm and tools for programmatically identifying and locating business application instances in an infrastructure, based on weighted similarity metric. This system is aimed at the discovery at infrastucture level, and does not provide decision support nor takes into consideration non-functional properties of an application.

- Tak and Tang developed AppCloak that allows users to literally copy an already-installed application to cloud and run it without any modifications. The technique is based on intercepting a selected set of system calls and replacing the parameters and return values to hide any differences of environments to the application.

- Dannver et al. demonstrate the automated discovery service, BlueSight, at ICSOC 2016 conference. The features of BlueSight include dependency, clustering, migration, filtering, ranking, geolocation analysis, and provide insights/recommendations to the migration engineers.


BlueShift takes on the vision to automate the end-to-end transformation process from discovery to testing the transformation, but there are a lot of obstacles we have to address before we can transform with smooth automation. Throughout the real enterprise transformation process, we learned that the enterprise workload transformation analysis involves various types of transformations including re-hosting, re-platform, re-factoring, and re-architecting. Transforming into cloud native architecture needs thorough examination of each application in depth. Complex, heterogeneous networks of components, services need to be remapped into the cloud native environment (e.g., micro-service architecture). Hybrid cloud includes various forms of target clouds, which add up complexity. Transformation of service management stack (managed service) requires the native cloud support (e.g., monitoring). Data sensitivity can limit the geo-location (e.g., governed by country law).

- Enterprise workload transformation analysis involves various types of transformations including re-hosting, re-platform, re-factoring, and re-architecting.
- Transforming into cloud native architecture needs thorough examination of each application in depth.
- Complex, heterogeneous networks of components, services need to be remapped into the cloud native environment (e.g., micro-service architecture).
- Hybrid cloud includes various forms of target clouds, which add up complexity.
- Transformation of service management stack (managed service) requires the native cloud support (e.g., monitoring).
- Data sensitivity can limit the geo-location (e.g., governed by country law).

BlueShift takes on the vision to automate the end-to-end transformation process from discovery to testing the transformation, but there are a lot of obstacles we have to address before we can transform with smooth automation. Throughout the real enterprise transformation process, we learned that the enterprise workload transformation analysis involves various types of transformations including re-hosting, re-platform, re-factoring, and re-architecting, and transforming into the cloud native architecture requires thorough examination of individual application to verify the compatibility.

Also, the complexity and heterogeneity of components and services add up more complexity so that remapping the legacy data center applications into the native cloud application becomes challenging. This is absolutely true in the hybrid cloud environments that include various infrastructure service management stack.

Other than technical challenges, the administrative challenges include data sensitivity such as data protection law in each country.
Conclusion and Future Work

- Presented BlueShift: Self-service for orchestrating automated tasks (via APIs) and human tasks for end-to-end transformation process including, application discovery, analysis, artifact transformation and enablement of cloud value-add services.

- Demonstrated transformation process for PlantsByWebSphere application, with Liberty Profile runtime as a target in BlueMix (cloud-foundry based platform).

- Discussed challenges arising in transformation from application complexity and non-functional requirements.

  - Future Work
    - Cognitive capabilities to accelerate transformation process and automate reasoning:
      - AI planning for dynamic assembly and real-time adaptation of transformation plans
      - Cognitive analytics enabling guided rewrite to microservices architecture

We presented BlueShift -- a service for automated application transformation to a Cloud Native architecture, specifically BlueMix, IBM’s cloud platform as a service (PaaS) based on Cloud Foundry open technology.

BlueShift automates an end-to-end transformation process including, application discovery, analysis, artifact transformation and enablement of cloud value-add services. We show how BlueShift automates transformation of Plants by WebSphere application to Liberty Profile Runtime. We further showed setup of SessionCache service, and enablement of an automated pipeline and monitoring through cloud native services for the transformed application. We discussed lessons learnt and challenges encountered during this transformation execution.

Currently our system focuses on automation of the transformation process for applications that fit to the target environment (e.g. version supported, etc.). Our future work is two-fold, we plan to focus on dynamic generation of such transformation plans, due to the high variability and complexity of the applications. There is no one size fits all transformation plans, also configuration of applications and underlying infrastructure may change over the time and plans need to be adapted.

Secondly, we want to extend the platform to support rewrite use cases. That will require access to code and reasoning capabilities on how to enable rewrite of functionality in the cloud native form.